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FORWARD 
 
 
 

It is my great pleasure to present this laboratory manual for First year MCA students for the subject of 

Relational Database Management System keeping in view the vast coverage required for developing 

databases, writing queries, sub queries creating views and Triggers using Mysql.  

 

As a student, many of you may be wondering with some of the questions in your mind regarding the 

subject and exactly what has been tried is to answer through this manual. 
 

 

As you may be aware that MGM has already been awarded with ISO 9001:2015 certification and it is our 

endure to technically equip our students taking the advantage of the procedural aspects of ISO 9001:2015 

Certification. 
 

 

Faculty members are also advised that covering these aspects in initial stage itself, will greatly relieved 

them in future as much of the load will be taken care by the enthusiasm energies of the students once they 

are conceptually clear. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. H.H. Shinde  
Principal  
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LABORATORY MANNUAL CONTENTS 
 
 
 

This manual is intended for the First year students of MCA branch in the subject of Machine Learning 

using Python. This manual typically contains practical/Lab Sessions related to Machine Learning and 

Python Programming Language covering various aspects related the subject to enhanced understanding. 
 

Although, as per the syllabus, Machine Learning using Python programs are prescribed, we have made 

the efforts to cover various aspects of AI and Data Science using Python Programming. 

 

Students are advised to thoroughly go through this manual rather than only topics mentioned in the 

syllabus as practical aspects are the key to understanding and conceptual visualization of theoretical 

aspects covered in the books. 
 

 

Good Luck for your Enjoyable Laboratory Sessions 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

S.S.Deshmukh        Sujata Kondekar 

HOD         Assistant Professor 

MCA Department          MCA Department 
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Institute Vision 
 

To create self-reliant, continuous learner & competent technocrats imbued with human values. 

 
 

Institute Mission 
 

 Imparting quality technical education to the students through participative teaching learning 

process. 
 
 Developing competence amongst the students through academic learning and practical 

experimentation. 
 
 Inculcating social mindset and human values amongst the students. 

 
=============================================================================================== 

 
 

Department Vision 

 

Build a strong technical teaching and learning environment that responds swiftly to the challenges and 

needs of the current industry trends. 

 
 

 

Department Mission 

 

 Provide excellent post graduate education in a state-of-the-art environment, preparing students for 

careers as computer technologist in self employment, industry, government and of IT enabled sectors.


 Support society by participating in and encouraging technology transfer.
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

PO No. Program Outcome Description 

PO1 
Engineering knowledge:  Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 

fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems 

PO2 

Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 

natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

PO3 

Design / Development of solution: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 

design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 

consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 

considerations. 

PO4 

Conduct investigation of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions. 

PO5 

Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 

with an understanding of the limitations. 

PO6 

The engineer & society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to 

the professional engineering practice. 

PO7 

Environment & sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions 

in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for 

sustainable development. 

PO8 
Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms 

of the engineering practice. 

PO9 
Individual & team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings. 

PO11 

Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 

engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 

effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 

clear instructions. 

PO11 

Project management & finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering 

and management principles and apply these to one‟s own work, as a member and leader in a 

team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

PO12 
Life long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
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Program Specific Outcomes 

 

 PSO No. Program Outcome Description 

PSO1 
Apply knowledge and probability and statistics, including applications appropriate to computer 

engineering 

 PSO2 Inculcate and understand professional Ethics, Cyber, Social responsibility 

 PSO3 
Assimilate knowledge of Mathematics and their applications in Cryptography, Graph Theory 

and Computing 

 PSO4 Understand Database, Data Mining, Normalization and Design Data Sensitive applications 

 PSO5 
Imbibe knowledge to perform research on contemporary technology issues and publish 

research papers 

PSO6 Perform feasibility study using OOSDLC for the problem domain 

 

 

Lab  Outcomes 

 

LO No. Program Outcome Description 

LO1 Able to define Database structure with SQL Command 

LO2 Able to process and retrieve Data 

LO3 Able to write program Data Updation 

LO4 Able to write program using PL-SQL 
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INDEX for Lab Experiments 

 

Subject Index 

 

Sr No Name of The Practical 

1 Case Study using Normalisation 

2 Assignment on DDL with Constraint 

3 Assignment on DML Commands 

4 Assignment on Alter and Drop tables 

5 DML operators and Functions 

6 Organising records with order by clause and Grouping 

7 function with Group by 

8 Join concept 

9 Sub queries 

10 View: create, Update and Delete 

11 Stored Procedure using PLSQL 
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Assignment -1 

 

Aim:- Case Study of Normalization (To understand designing of Normalized tables) 

 

Theory: 

Normalization is the process of minimizing redundancy from a relation or set of relations. Redundancy in 

relation may cause insertion, deletion and pupation anomalies. So, it helps to minimize the redundancy in 

relations. Normal forms are used to eliminate or reduce redundancy in database tables. 

It is a technique for producing a set of relations with desirable properties given the data requirements of an 

enterprise. Normalization is often performed as a series of tests on a relation to determine whether it satisfies or 

violates the requirements of a given normal form. Three normal forms are mostly used called First (1 NF), 

Second (2 NF) and Third (3 NF). Subsequently, R. Boyce introduced a stronger definition of third normal form 

called Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF). All these normal forms are based on functional dependencies among 

the attributes of a relation. Higher normal form Fourth (4 NF) and Fifth (5 NF) are rarely used. 

Normalization Rule 

Normalization rules are divided into the following normal forms: 

1. First Normal Form 

2. Second Normal Form 

3. Third Normal Form 

4. BCNF 

5. Fourth Normal Form 

First Normal Form (1NF) 

For a table to be in the First Normal Form, it should follow the following 4 rules: 

1. It should only have single (atomic) valued attributes/columns. 

2. Values stored in a column should be of the same domain 

3. All the columns in a table should have unique names. 

4. And the order in which data is stored, does not matter. 

Second Normal Form (2NF) 

For a table to be in the Second Normal Form, 

1. It should be in the First Normal form. 

2. And, it should not have Partial Dependency. 

Third Normal Form (3NF) 

 

A table is said to be in the Third Normal Form when, 

1. It is in the Second Normal form. 

2. And, it doesn't have Transitive Dependency. 
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Boyce and Codd Normal Form (BCNF) 

Boyce and Codd Normal Form is a higher version of the Third Normal form. This form deals with certain type 

of anomaly that is not handled by 3NF. A 3NF table which does not have multiple overlapping candidate keys is 

said to be in BCNF. For a table to be in BCNF, following conditions must be satisfied: 

 R must be in 3rd Normal Form 

 and, for each functional dependency ( X → Y ), X should be a super Key. 

Fourth Normal Form (4NF) 

A table is said to be in the Fourth Normal Form when, 

1. It is in the Boyce-Codd Normal Form. 

2. And, it doesn't have Multi-Valued Dependency. 

 

First Normal Form (1NF) 

The First normal form simply says that each cell of a table should contain exactly one value. Let us take an 

example. Suppose we are storing the courses that a particular instructor takes, we can store it like this: 

Instructor's name Course code 

Prof. George (CS101, CS154) 

Prof. Atkins (CS152) 

Here, the issue is that in the first row, we are storing 2 courses against Prof. George. This isn‘t the optimal way 

since that‘s now how SQL databases are designed to be used. A better method would be to store the courses 

separately. For instance: 

Instructor's name Course code 

Prof. George CS101 

Prof. George CS154 

Prof. Atkins CS152 

This way, if we want to edit some information related to CS101, we do not have to touch the data corresponding 

to CS154. Also, observe that each row stores unique information. There is no repetition. This is the First Normal 

Form. 

Second Normal Form (2NF) 

For a table to be in second normal form, the following 2 conditions are to be met: 

1. The table should be in the first normal form. 

2. The primary key of the table should compose of exactly 1 column. 

The first point is obviously straightforward since we just studied 1NF. Let us understand the first point - 1 

column primary key. Well, a primary key is a set of columns that uniquely identifies a row. Basically, no 2 rows 

have the same primary keys. Let us take an example. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL
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Course code Course venue Instructor Name Instructor’s phone number 

CS101 Lecture Hall 20 Prof. George +1 6514821924 

CS152 Lecture Hall 21 Prof. Atkins +1 6519272918 

CS154 CS Auditorium Prof. George +1 6514821924 

Here, in this table, the course code is unique. So, that becomes our primary key. Let us take another example of 

storing student enrollment in various courses. Each student may enroll in multiple courses. Similarly, each 

course may have multiple enrollments. A sample table may look like this (student name and course code): 

Student name Course code 

Rahul CS152 

Rajat CS101 

Rahul CS154 

Raman CS101 

Here, the first column is the student name and the second column is the course taken by the student. Clearly, the 

student name column isn‘t unique as we can see that there are 2 entries corresponding to the name ‗Rahul‘ in row 

1 and row 3. Similarly, the course code column is not unique as we can see that there are 2 entries corresponding 

to course code CS101 in row 2 and row 4. However, the tuple (student name, course code) is unique since a 

student cannot enroll in the same course more than once. So, these 2 columns when combined form the primary 

key for the database. 

As per the second normal form definition, our enrollment table above isn‘t in the second normal form. To 

achieve the same (1NF to 2NF), we can rather break it into 2 tables: 

Students: 

Student name Enrolment number 

Rahul 1 

Rajat 2 

Raman 3 

Here the second column is unique and it indicates the enrollment number for the student. Clearly, the enrollment 

number is unique. Now, we can attach each of these enrollment numbers with course codes. 

Courses: 

Course code Enrolment number 

CS101 2 
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Course code Enrolment number 

CS101 3 

CS152 1 

CS154 1 

These 2 tables together provide us with the exact same information as our original table. 

Third Normal Form (3NF) 

Before we delve into details of third normal form, let us understand the concept of a functional dependency on a 

table. 

Column A is said to be functionally dependent on column B if changing the value of A may require a change in 

the value of B. As an example, consider the following table: 

Course code Course venue Instructor's name Department 

MA214 Lecture Hall 18 Prof. George CS Department 

ME112 Auditorium building Prof. John Electronics Department 

Here, the department column is dependent on the professor name column. This is because if in a particular row, 

we change the name of the professor, we will also have to change the department value. As an example, suppose 

MA214 is now taken by Prof. Ronald who happens to be from the Mathematics department, the table will look 

like this: 

Course code Course venue Instructor's name Department 

MA214 Lecture Hall 18 Prof. Ronald Mathematics Department 

ME112 Auditorium building Prof. John Electronics Department 

Here, when we changed the name of the professor, we also had to change the department column. This is not 

desirable since someone who is updating the database may remember to change the name of the professor, but 

may forget updating the department value. This can cause inconsistency in the database. 

Third normal form avoids this by breaking this into separate tables: 

Course code Course venue Instructor's ID 

MA214 Lecture Hall 18 1 

ME112 Auditorium building, 2 

Here, the third column is the ID of the professor who‘s taking the course. 

Instructor's ID Instructor's Name Department 
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Instructor's ID Instructor's Name Department 

1 Prof. Ronald Mathematics Department 

2 Prof. John Electronics Department 

Here, in the above table, we store the details of the professor against his/her ID. This way, whenever we want to 

reference the professor somewhere, we don‘t have to put the other details of the professor in that table again. We 

can simply use the ID. 

Therefore, in the third normal form, the following conditions are required: 

 The table should be in the second normal form. 

 There should not be any functional dependency. 

Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCNF) 

Boyce-Codd Normal form is a stronger generalization of third normal form. A table is in Boyce-Codd Normal 

form if and only if at least one of the following conditions are met for each functional dependency A → B: 

 A is a superkey 

 It is a trivial functional dependency. 

Let us first understand what a superkey means. To understand BCNF in DBMS, consider the following BCNF 

example table: 

Course code Course venue Instructor Name Instructor’s phone number 

CS101 Lecture Hall 20 Prof. George +1 6514821924 

CS152 Lecture Hall 21 Prof. Atkins +1 6519272918 

CS154 CS Auditorium Prof. George +1 6514821924 

Here, the first column (course code) is unique across various rows. So, it is a superkey. Consider the combination 

of columns (course code, professor name). It is also unique across various rows. So, it is also a super key. A 

super key is basically a set of columns such that the value of that set of columns is unique across various rows. 

That is, no 2 rows have the same set of values for those columns. Some of the superkeys for the table above are: 

 Course code 

 Course code, professor name 

 Course code, professor mobile number 

A super key whose size (number of columns) is the smallest is called as a candidate key. For instance, the first 

super key above has just 1 column. The second one and the last one have 2 columns. So, the first super key 

(Course code) is a candidate key. 

Boyce-Codd Normal Form says that if there is a functional dependency A → B, then either A is a superkey or it 

is a trivial functional dependency. A trivial functional dependency means that all columns of B are contained in 

the columns of A. For instance, (course code, professor name) → (course code) is a trivial functional dependency 
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because when we know the value of course code and professor name, we do know the value of course code and 

so, the dependency becomes trivial. 

Let us understand what’s going on: 

A is a superkey: this means that only and only on a superkey column should it be the case that there is a 

dependency of other columns. Basically, if a set of columns (B) can be determined knowing some other set of 

columns (A), then A should be a superkey. Superkey basically determines each row uniquely. 

It is a trivial functional dependency: this means that there should be no non-trivial dependency. For instance, 

we saw how the professor‘s department was dependent on the professor‘s name. This may create integrity issues 

since someone may edit the professor‘s name without changing the department. This may lead to an inconsistent 

database. There are also 2 other normal forms: 

Fourth normal form 

A table is said to be in fourth normal form if there is no two or more, independent and multivalued data 

describing the relevant entity. 

Fifth normal form 

A table is in fifth Normal Form if: 

 It is in fourth normal form. 

 It cannot be subdivided into any smaller tables without losing some form of information. 
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Assignment- 2 DDL Commands 

 

Aim- Study Create Table 

 

Theory 

 

To Interact with Databases, we need some way of communication, which Database can understand. For this 

purpose, we have some SQL Commands or Statements defined like Select, Create, Delete, Commit etc… 

Based on these commands characteristics or behavior they are grouped into different categories. However, we 

will be using mostly below 3 categories to interact with Database in our day to day life. 

There are mainly three types of SQL Statements Commands available in Mysql. They are, 

1. Data Definition Statements (DDL):  

These statements are used to define the structure of the table or database. Data Definition statements 

are Create, Alter, Drop, Truncate and Rename. 

2. Data Manipulation Statements (DML) 

These statements are used to change the data present in table but not the structure of the table .Data 

Manipulation Statements are Select, Insert, Delete and Update. 

 

3. Transaction Control Statements (TCL) 

Any DML change on a table is not a permanent one. We need to save the DML changes in order to 

make it permanent. Transaction control statements manage changes made by DML statements.The 

transaction control statements are commit, rollback and Save point. 

 

The create table command defines each column of the table uniquely. Each column has minimum of three 

attributes which are Name, Data type, Size(column width). Each table column definition is a single clause in the 

create table syntax. Each table column definition is separated from the other by a comma. Finally, the SQL 

statement is terminated with a semicolon. The Structure of Create Table Command 

 

CREATE TABLE table_name ( column_1 datatype, column_2 datatype, column_3 datatype ); 

 

Table name is Student 

 Column name  Data type  Size 

 Reg_no   varchar2  10 

 Name    char  30 

 DOB       date  

 Address  varchar2  50 
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Example: 

CREATE TABLE Student 

             (Reg_no   varchar2(10), 

              Name  char(30), 

              DOB   date, 

              Address  varchar2(50)); 

 

The TRUNCATE Command 

 

Syntax: 

TRUNCATE TABLE <Table_name> 

Example: 

TRUNCATE TABLE Student; 

 

The RENAME Command 

 

Syntax: 

RENAME <OldTableName> TO <NewTableName> 

Example: 

RENAME <Student> TO <Stu> 

The old name table was Student now new name is the Stu. 

 

Mysql  CONSTRAINT 

 used to define rules to allow or restrict what values can be stored in columns. The purpose of inducing 

constraints is to enforce the integrity of a database. 

 used to limit the type of data that can be inserted into a table. 

 can be classified into two types - column level and table level. 

 The column level constraints can apply only to one column where as table level constraints are applied to 

the entire table. 

 

Mysql CONSTRAINT is declared at the time of creating a table. 

 

ONSTRAINT DESCRIPTION 

NOT NULL In MySQL NOT NULL constraint allows to specify that a column can not contain any 

NULL value. MySQL NOT NULL can be used to CREATE and ALTER a table. 

UNIQUE The UNIQUE constraint in MySQL does not allow to insert a duplicate value in a 

column. The UNIQUE constraint maintains the uniqueness of a column in a table. 

More than one UNIQUE column can be used in a table. 

PRIMARY KEY A PRIMARY KEY constraint for a table enforces the table to accept unique data for a 

specific column and this constraint creates a unique index for accessing the table faster. 

FOREIGN KEY A FOREIGN KEY in MySQL creates a link between two tables by one specific 

column of both tables. The specified column in one table must be a PRIMARY KEY 
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and referred by the column of another table known as FOREIGN KEY. 

CHECK A CHECK constraint controls the values in the associated column. The CHECK 

constraint determines whether the value is valid or not from a logical expression. 

DEFAULT In a MySQL table, each column must contain a value ( including a NULL). While 

inserting data into a table, if no value is supplied to a column, then the column gets the 

value set as DEFAULT 

 

CREATE TABLE publisher 

(pub_id varchar(8),            

pub_name varchar(50) NOT NULL  DEFAULT '' ,           

pub_city varchar(25) NOT NULL  DEFAULT '' ,           

country varchar(25) NOT NULL DEFAULT 'India',           

country_office varchar(25) ,  

no_of_branch int(3),         

estd date 

CHECK ((country='India' AND pub_city='Mumbai') 

OR (country='India' AND pub_city='New Delhi')) , 

PRIMARY KEY (pub_id)); 

 

DDL Assignment  (DDL Commands) 

 

PropertyForRent (PropertyNo, street, city, postcode, Type, rooms, rent, ownerNo, StaffNo, BranchNo) 

Staff (StaffNo, FName, LName, position,sex , dob, salary, branchNo) 

Branch (BranchNo, Street,City, PostCode) 

Client ( ClientNo, FName, LName, TelNo, PrefType, MaxRent) 

PrivateOwner (OwnerNo, FName, LName, Address, TelNo) 

Viewing (ClientNo, PropNo, ViewDate, Comment) 

Registration (ClientNo, BranchNo, StaffNo, DateJoined) 

 

Create the PropertyForRent table using the available features of the CREATE TABLE statement. 

 

 Create table staff(  

  staffno varchar(10) pk, 

  fname varchar(10) not null, 

  lname varchar(10) not null, 

  position char(3) default ‗Assistant‘ check( position in (‗‘mgr‘,‘sup‘,‘wor‘), 

  Gender char(1) check in ( ‗m‘,‘f‘), 

  Dob date, 

  Salary number(5) . 

  Branch-no number(3) fk references branch(branchno));  
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 Create table propertyforrent( 

  Propertyno varchar(4) fk references viewing (propertyno), 

  Street  varchar(4), 

  City  char(4) , 

  Postcode  number(5), 

  Type  varchar(4)  DEFAULT ‗F‘, 

  Rooms  number(2)  check in (0,15) default 4, 

  Rent  number(5)  check in (0,99999), 

  Ownerno number(3) fk references privateowner (ownerno), 

  Staffno  varchar(4) fk references staff (staffno), 

  Branchno number(4) fk references branch (brno), 

  on delete set null on update cascade, 

  on delete no action on updatecascade, 

  on delete no action on updatecascade); 
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Assignment- 3 Data Manipulation Language Assignment (DML Commands) 

 

Aim- Study DML Commands 

 

Theory 

Data Manipulation Language (DML) means? 

A data manipulation language (DML) is a family of computer languages including commands permitting users to 

manipulate data in a database. This manipulation involves inserting data into database tables, retrieving existing 

data, deleting data from existing tables and modifying existing data. DML is mostly incorporated in SQL 

databases. 

DML is like simple English language and enhances efficient user interaction with the system. The functional 

capability of DML is organized in manipulation commands like SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT INTO and 

DELETE FROM, as described below: 

SELECT: This command is used to retrieve rows from a table. The syntax is SELECT [column name(s)] from 

[table name] where [conditions]. SELECT is the most widely used DML command in SQL. 

(a) view all rows and all columns  

Syntax: Select * from table name;  

Example: Select * from Employee;  

(b)Selected Columns And All Rows  

Syntax: Select , from table name; 

Example: Select empno, empname from Employee;  

(c)Selected Columns And selected Rows  

Syntax: SELECT list of columns FROM <table name >WHERE <condition >; 

Example: Select empno, empname from Employee where designation=‘lecturer‘;  

(d)Eliminating duplicate rows  

Syntax: SELECT DISTINCT , FROM  

Example: Select distinct empname from Employee; 

UPDATE: This command modifies data of one or more records. An update command syntax is UPDATE [table 

name] SET [column name = value] where [condition]. 
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(a)updating all rows  

Syntax: update tablename set columnname1>=,=;  

Example: Update Employee set Designation = ‗lecturer‘;  

(b) updating records conditionally  

Syntax: update tablename set field=values where condition;  

Example: Update Employeeemp set sal = 10000 where empno=135; 

INSERT: This command adds one or more records to a database table. The insert command syntax is  

INSERT INTO [table name] [column(s)] VALUES [value(s)]. 

1. INSERT This is used to add one or more rows to a table. The values are separated by commas and the data 

types char and date are enclosed in apostrophes. The values must be entered in the same order as they are 

defined. 

 2. SELECT It is used to retrieve information from the table.it is generally referred to as querying the table. We 

can either display all columns in a table or only specify column from the table. 

3. UPDATE It is used to alter the column values in a table. A single column may be updated or more than one 

column could be updated.  

4. DELETE After inserting row in a table we can also delete them if required. The delete command consists of a 

from clause followed by an optional where clause 

(a)Inserting a single row into a table: 

Syntax: insert into values (,) 

 Example:  

SQL>INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE VALUES(101,'MANU','LECTURER',15000); 

(b) Inserting more than one record using a single insert commands:  

Syntax: insert into values (&col1, &col2, ….)  

Example: SQL> INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE 

VALUES(&EMPNO,'&ENAME','&DESIGNATIN','&SALARY');  

(c)Skipping the fields while inserting: 
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 Insert into (,)>values (,);  

Other way is to give null while passing the values. 

 

DELETE: This command removes one or more records from a table according to specified conditions. Delete 

command 

 syntax : DELETE FROM [table name] where [condition]. 

 

Assignment -3 Use tables in Assignment 2 and execute the following commands. 

 

1. List full details of all Staff. 

 Select * from staff; 

2. Produce a list of salaries for all staff showing only the staff number, the first and last names, and the salary 

details. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, salary from staff; 

 

3. List the property numbers of all properties that have been viewed. 

 Select distinct propertyno from viewing; 

 

4. Produce a list of monthly salaries for all staff, showing a staff number, the first and last names and the salary 

details. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, salary/12 from staff; 

 

5. List all staff with a salary greater than $10000. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, position, salary from staff where salary>10000; 

 

6. List the addresses of all branch offices in London or Glasgow. 

 Select * from branch where city=‘London‘ OR city=‘Glasgow‘; 

 

7. List all staff with a salary between $20000 and $30000. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, position, salary from staff where salary BETWEEN 20000 AND 30000; 

 Or 

 Where salary >= 20000 AND salary <=30000; 

 

8. List all managers and supervisors. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, position from staff where position IN (‗Manager‘, ‗Supervisor‘); 

 

9. List the details of all viewings on Property PG4 where a comment has not been supplied. 

 Select clientno, viewdate from viewing where propertyno=‘PG4‘ AND comment IS NULL; 

 

10. Produce a list of salaries for all staff range in descending order of salary. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, salary from staff order by salary desc; 

 

11. List the details of PrivateOwners where address field contains a string ‗Glasgow‘. 

 Select ownerno, fname, lname,  from privateowner where address=‘glasgow‘; 
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12. Produce an abbreviated list of properties range in order of property type. 

 Select propertyno, type, rooms, rent from propertyfromrent order by type; 

 Or Order by type, rent desc; 

13. How many properties cost more than $350 per month to rent? 

 Select count (*) as my count from PropertyForRent where rent>350; 

 

14. How many different properties were viewed in May 2001? 

 Select count (distinct propertyNo) as my count from viewing where viewdate between ‗1-may-01‘ and 

 ‘31- may-01‘; 

 

15. Find the total no of managers and the sum of their salaries. 

 Select count (staffno) as my count, sum(salary) as my sum from staff where position =‘manager‘; 

 

16. Find the Min and Max staff salaries. 

 Select min (salary) as my min, max(salary)as my max, avg(salary) as my avg from staff; 

 

17. Find the no of staff working in each branch and the sum of their salaries. 

 Select branchno, count (staffno) as my count, sum (salary) as my sum from staff group by branchno 

 order by branchno; 

 

18. For each branch office with more than one member of staff find the no of staff working in each branch  

 and the sum of their salaries. 

 Select branchno, count (staffno) as my count, sum (salary) as my sum from staff group by branchno 

 having count (staffno) > 1 order by branchno; 

 

19. List the staffs who work in the branch at ‗163 Main Street‘. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, position from staff where branchno = (select branchno from branch 

 where  street=‘163 Main St‘); 

20.List all staff whose salary is greater than the average salary and show by how much their salary is greater 

 than the average. 

 

 Select staffno, lname, fname position, salary – ( select avg(salary) from staff)as saldiff from staff  where 

 salary > (select avg(salary) from staff); 

 

21. List the properties that are handled by staff who work in the branch at ‗163 Main Street‘. 

 

 Select propertyno, street, city, postcode, type, rooms, rent from propertyforrent where staffno IN  (select 

 staffno from staff where branchno = (select branchno from branch where street=‘163 Main  St‘)); 

 

22. Find all staff s whose salary is larger than the salary of at least one member of staff at branch B003. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, position, salary from staff where salary>some (select salary from staff 

 where  branchno=‘B003‘); 

23. Find all staff whose salary is larger than the salary of every member of staff at branch B003. 

 Select staffno, fname, lname, position, salary from staff where salary>all (select salary from staff 

 where  branchno=‘B003‘); 

 

24. Insert a new row into the staff table supplying data for all columns. 
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 Insert into staff values (‗SG16‘, ‗Alan‘, ‗Brown‘, ‗Assistant‘, ‗M‘, Date ‗1957-05-25‘, 8300, ‗B003‘); 

 

25. Populate the StaffPropCount table using details from the staff and PropertyForRent tables. 

 Insert into staffpropcount (select s.staffno, fname, lname, count(*) from staff s, propertyforrent p  where 

s.staffno=p.staffno group by s.staffno, fname, lname, 0 from staff where staffno not in (select  distinct staffno 

from propertyforrent)); 

 

26. Give all staff a 3% pay increase 

 Update staff set salary=salary*1.03; 

 

27. Give all managers a 5% pay increase 

 Update staff set salary=salary*1.05 where position=‘Manager‘; 

 

28. Promote David Ford (StaffNo-SG14) to manager and change his salary to $18000. 

 Update staff set position=‘Manager‘, salary=18000 where staffno=‘SG14‘; 

 

29. Delete all viewings that relate to property PG4. 

 Delete from viewing where propertyno=‘PG4‘; 

 

30. Delete all rows from the viewing table. 

 Delete from viewing; 
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Ass-4 Study Alter and DROP Tables (DML Commands) 

 

Aim – Learn and understand Alter and Drop tables  

 

Theory:- 

 

ALTER TABLE is used to add, delete/drop or modify columns in the existing table. It is also used to add and 

drop various constraints on the existing table. 

 

The Need of the ALTER TABLE Statement 

Specifications of a database may change with time. For example, you may need to add a column to a particular 

table, or you may need to add another primary key to a table. You may also need to change the data-type of a 

particular column in a table. You may not afford to drop a table and create it again from scratch. Alter 

Table statement lets you do all this very seamlessly. With Alter Table, you can - 

 Add, modify, or drop a column 

 Add or drop a constraint 

You can also enable/disable constraints. 

 

ALTER TABLE – ADD 
ADD is used to add columns into the existing table. Sometimes we may require to add additional information, in 

that case we do not require to create the whole database again, ADD comes to our rescue. 

Syntax: 

 ALTER TABLE table_name 

              ADD (Columnname_1  datatype, 

              Columnname_2  datatype, 

              … 

              Columnname_n  datatype); 

ALTER TABLE – DROP 

 

The ALTER Table Command 

 

By The use of ALTER TABLE Command we can modify our exiting table. 

Adding New Columns 

Syntax:  

ALTER TABLE <table_name> 

         ADD (<NewColumnName><Data_Type>(<size>),......n) 

 

Example: 

ALTER TABLE Student ADD (Age number(2), Marks number(3)); 

The Student table is already exist and then we added two more columns Age and Marks respectively, by the use 

of above command. 

 

Dropping a Column from the Table 

Syntax: 

ALTER TABLE <table_name> DROP COLUMN <column_name> 

Example: 

ALTER TABLE Student DROP COLUMN Age; 
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This command will drop particular column  

 

Modifying Existing Table 

Syntax: 

ALTER TABLE <table_name> MODIFY (<column_name><NewDataType>(<NewSize>)) 

Example: 

ALTER TABLE Student MODIFY (Name Varchar2(40)); 

The Name column already exist in Student table, it was char and size 30, now it is modified by Varchar2 and size 

40. 

 

Restriction on the ALTER TABLE 

 

Using the ALTER TABLE clause the following tasks cannot be performed. 

Change the name of the table 

Change the name of the column 

Decrease the size of a column if table data exists 

 

The DROP Command 

Syntax: 

DROP TABLE <table_name> 

Example: 

DROP TABLE Student; 

It will destroy the table and all data which will be recorded in it. 

 

 

ASSIGNMENT-4 

 

Use tables in assignment 2 and apply following to existing tables. 

 

1. Change the Staff table by removing the default of ‗Assistant‘ for the position column      and setting the 

default for the sex column to Female. 

 

2. Alter table staff alter position drop default; 

 

3. Alter table staff alter sex set default ‗F‘; 

 

4. Change the PropertyForRent table by removing the constraint that staff is not allowed to handle more 

than 100 properties at a time .Change the client table by adding a new column representing the preferred 

number of rooms. 

 

5. Alter table propertyforrent drop constraint staffnohandling toomuch; 

 

6. Alter table client Add prefnorooms propertyrooms; 

 

7. Remove the propertyforrent table 

 

8. Drop table propertyforrent 
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9. Create the Hotel table using the integrity enhancement feature of SQL. 

 

10. Create the Room, Booking and Guest tables using the integrity enhancement feature of SQL with the 

following constraints. 

o Type must be one of single, double, or family. 

o Price must be between $10 and $100. 

o Roomno must be between 1 and 100. 

o Datefrom and dateto must be greater than today‘s date. 

o The same room cannot be double booked. 

o The same guest cannot have overlapping bookings. 
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Assignment- 5 SQL operators and Function 

 

Aim- StudySQL operators and Function 

 

Theory 

 

MySQL Operators 

MySQL comes with special characters or words to perform certain operations. MySQL Operators are applied to 

the operands in order to carry out specific operations. 

What are Operators in MySQL? 

Operators are used to specifying a condition in a statement in MySQL. Below are the different types of operators 

used in MySQL. 

1. Arithmetic Operators 

In MySQL, arithmetic operators are used to perform the arithmetic operations as described below 

Operator Description Example 

+ Addition of two operands a + b 

– Subtraction of right operand from the left operand a – b 

* Multiplication of two operands a * b 

/ Division of left operand by the right operand a / b 

% Modulus – the remainder of the division of left operand by the right a % b 

 

2. Comparison Operators 

The comparison operators in MySql are used to compare values between operands and 

return true or false according to the condition specified in the statement. 
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Operator Description Example 

> If the value of left operand is greater than that of the value of the 

right operand, the condition becomes true; if not then false. 

a > b 

< If the value of left operand is less than that of a value of the right 

operand, the condition becomes true; if not then false. 

a < b 

= If both the operands have equal value, the condition becomes 

true; if not then false. 

a == b 

!= If both the operands do not have equal value, the condition 

becomes true; if not then false. 

a != y 

>= If the value of left operand is greater than or equal to the right 

operand, the condition becomes true; if not then false. 

a >= b 

<= If the value of left operand is less than or equal to the right 

operand, the condition becomes true; if not then false. 

a <= b 

!< If the value of left operand is not less than the value of right 

operand, the condition becomes true; if not then false. 

a !< b 

!> If the value of left operand is not greater than the value of right 

operand, the condition becomes true; if not then false. 

a !> b 

<> If the values of two operands are not equal, the condition 

becomes true; if not then false. 

a <> b 

Example 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE SALARY > 25000; 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE SALARY > 25000; 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE SALARY != 25000; 
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 Logical Operators 

The logical operators used in MySQL are shown below. 

Operator Description 

BETWEEN It is used to search within a set of values, by the minimum value 

and maximum value provided. 

EXISTS It is used to search for the presence of a row in a table which 

satisfies a certain condition specified in the query. 

OR It is used to combine multiple conditions in a statement by using 

the WHERE clause. 

AND It allows the existence of multiple conditions in an SQL 

statement‘s WHERE clause. 

NOT It reverses the meaning of the logical operator with which it is 

used. (Examples: NOT EXISTS, NOT BETWEEN, NOT IN, 

etc.) 

IN It is used to compare a value in a list of literal values. 

ALL It compares a value to all values in another set of values. 

ANY It compares a value to any value in the list according to the 

condition specified. 

LIKE It uses wildcard operators to compare a value to similar values. 

IS NULL It compares a value with a NULL value. 
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UNIQUE It searches for every row of a specified table for uniqueness (no 

duplicates). 

 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE AGE IS NOT NULL; 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE NAME LIKE 'Am%' 

SELECT NAME FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE EXISTS (SELECT NAME FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE 

SALARY > 25000); 

What is a function? 

A function is a predefined formula which takes one or more arguments as input then process the arguments and 

returns an output. 

SQL function 

There are two types of SQL functions, aggregate functions, and scalar(non-aggregate) functions. Aggregate 

functions operate on many records and produce a summary, works with GROUP BY whereas non-aggregate 

functions operate on each record independently. There are so many built-in functions in SQL to do various 

calculations on data. 

Types of SQL functions 

SQL 

functions 

Description 

SQL 

Aggregate 

Function 

This function can produce a single value for an entire group or table. They operate on sets of 

rows and return results based on groups of rows. 

Some Aggregate functions are - 

 SQL Count function 

 SQL Sum function 

 SQL Avg function 

 SQL Max function 

 SQL Min function 

SQL A mathematical function executes a mathematical operation usually based on input values that 
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Arithmetic 

Function 

are provided as arguments, and return a numeric value as the result of the operation. 

Mathematical functions operate on numeric data such as decimal, integer, float, real, smallint, and 

tinyint. 

Some Arithmetic functions are - 

 abs() 

 ceil() 

 floor() 

 exp() 

 ln() 

 mod() 

 power() 

 sqrt() 

SQL 

Character 

Function 

A character or string function is a function which takes one or more characters or numbers as 

parameters and returns a character value. Basic string functions offer a number of capabilities and 

return a string value as a result set. 

Some Character functions are - 

 lower() 

 upper() 

 trim() 

 translate() 

SQL Date 

Function 
Name Description 

ADDDATE()  
Add time values (intervals) to a 

date value 

ADDTIME()  
Add time 

CONVERT_TZ()  
Convert from one time zone to 

another 

CURDATE()  
Return the current date 

CURRENT_DATE(), CURRENT_DATE  Synonyms for CURDATE() 

CURRENT_TIME(), CURRENT_TIME  Synonyms for CURTIME() 

CURRENT_TIMESTAMP(), CURRENT_TIMESTAMP Synonyms for NOW() 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_adddate
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_addtime
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_convert-tz
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_curdate
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_current-date
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_current-time
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_current-timestamp
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CURTIME()  
Return the current time 

DATE() 
Extract the date part of a date or 

datetime expression 

DATE_ADD()  
Add time values (intervals) to a 

date value 

DATE_FORMAT()  
Format date as specified 

DATE_SUB() 
Subtract a time value (interval) 

from a date 

DATEDIFF()  
Subtract two dates 

DAY()  
Synonym for 

DAYOFMONTH() 
 

Use following tables to write sql commands using operators and functions 

Emp(empno,ename,post,deptno,salary,doj,mgrno) pk-empno, FK - deptno 

Dept(Deptno,Dname) pk -Deptno 

1. List the no of jobs available in the EMP table   

         select post as job, count(post) as noofjobs from Emp groupby post; 

2. List the no of employees working with the company. 

 select count(*)  as totemp from emp; 

3.List the dept no and number of employees in each dept. 

     select d.dname as DeptName ,count(*) as Noof emp from emp e joins dept d 

     using (dept); 

4. List the total salary, max and min salary and the average salary of employees‘ job wise for deptno 20 only. 

        select post, sum(e.salary) as totSalary, max(e.salary) as MaxSal, min(e.salary) as 

        Min Sal , avg(e.salary) as AvgSal groupby post having deptno=20 ; 

5. List the average salary for all department employing more than five people. 

         select avg(salary) from emp where (select deptno, count(*) from emp e groupby 

         deptno having count>5); 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_curtime
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_date
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_date-add
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_date-format
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_date-sub
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_datediff
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17952_01/mysql-5.7-en/date-and-time-functions.html#function_day
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6. List the max salary of employee working as salesman. 

 select max(salary) from emp where post ='SM'; 

7. Display the name in the lowercase, job in the initial capitalization for all managers.   

        select lower(ename),initcap(post) where post='MGR' 

8. Display the value 45.923 rounded to the hundredth number and ten decimal places. 

       select roundup(45.923,3,10) from dual; 

9. For employees in dept 30, display the ename and number of weeks/months employed. 

       select ename, months_between(to_date - doj) as Employed(months) from emp   

       where deptno = 30; 

10. Display the head of the company, who has no manager, display that there is no manager for that name. 

 select d.dname, mgrno as NoMGR from emp e join dept d on deptno having e.mgrno null; 

11. Display the job and total salary for each job category with a total salary for each job category and sort list by 

total salary. 

         select post, sum(salary) as totsal from emp group by post order by totsal; 

12. Display the number of managers without listing them. 

 Select count(*) from emp where mgrno = not null; 

13. Write a query to display the minimum and maximum salary for each job type ordered alphabetically. 

 Select min(salary),max(salary) from emp group by post order by post ; 
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Assignment- 6 Organising records with order by clause and Grouping 

 

Aim- Study SQL order by clause and Group by 

 

Theory 

 

An SQL group function or aggregate functions performs an operation on a group of rows and returns a single 

result. You may want retrieve group of item-prices and return total- price. This type of scenario is where you 

would use a group functions. The following table is summary of some SQL group function & query 

examples.To use a group function in a SQL query, list the function name followed by numericcolumn name 

within parentheses. 

Group Functions/Aggregate functions 

A group function returns a result based on group of rows. 

The GROUP BY statement is often used with aggregate functions (COUNT, MAX, MIN, SUM, AVG) to 

group the result-set by one or more columns. 

GROUP BY Syntax:  

SELECT column_name(s) FROM table_name 

WHERE condition GROUP BY column_name(s)  

ORDER BY column_name(s);  

QUERY:  

SELECT COUNT(ID),Address FROM Customers GROUP BY address; 

The HAVING clause is used in the SELECT statement to specify filter conditions for a group of rows or 

aggregates. The HAVING clause is often used with the GROUP BY clause to filter groups based on a specified 

condition. If the GROUP BY clause is omitted, the HAVING clause behaves like the WHERE clause.The 

following illustrates the syntax of the HAVING clause: 

SELECT 

select_listFROM     table_nameWHERE  search_condition GROUPBY  group_by_expression HAVING 

group_condition; 

 

 

https://www.mysqltutorial.org/mysql-select-statement-query-data.aspx
https://www.mysqltutorial.org/mysql-group-by.aspx
https://www.mysqltutorial.org/mysql-where/
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You specify a condition in the HAVING clause. If a row, which is generated by the group by clause, causes 

the group condition to evaluate to true, the query will include it in the result set. Notice that the  HAVING clause 

applies a filter condition to each group of rows, while the WHERE clause applies the filter condition to each 

individual row. MySQL evaluates the HAVING clause after the FROM ,WHERE ,  SELECT  and GROUP 

BY clauses and before ORDER BY, and LIMIT clauses. 

 

SELECT ordernumber, SUM(quantityOrdered) AS itemsCount,  

SUM (priceeach*quantityOrdered) AS total FROM orderdetails 

GROUPBY  ordernumber HAVING total > 1000; 

You can construct a complex condition in the HAVING clause using logical operators such as OR and AND. 

Example: 

SELECT ordernumber, SUM(quantityOrdered) AS itemsCount, 

SUM (priceeach*quantityOrdered) AS total 

FROM orderdetails GROUPBY ordernumber 

HAVING total > 1000 AND itemsCount > 600 

Order BY 

Order by clause is used to sort the result set in ascending or descending order. By default, the order clause is 

ascending. To organize records in descending you need to mention as descending. 

Syntax: 

SELECT column1, column2…. 

FROM table_name 

ORDER BY column1 ASC/DESC, column2 ASC/DESC; 

Example: 
Sort all the students in the ascending order in SQL by the ―marks‖ column.  

SELECT Name FROM Student_details ORDER BY Roll_no ASC; 

Assignment 

PRODUCT TABLE 

Product ID  Name  Description  Price  colour  

100000000  Printer  Inkjet 300 colour Printer  120  80  

100000001  Printer  1220XI Inkjet Printer  200  130  

100000002  Printer  Photo 890 Inkjet Printer  250  200  

100000003  Printer  Photo 890 Inkjet Printer  300  270  
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Q1. Write a query find the total price of the product.  

SQL>SELECT sum(price) FROM product;  

SUM(PRICE)  

870  

This statement will returns the total amount for the column price which is 870.  

 

Q2. Write a query find the average price of the product.  

SQL>SELECT avg(price) FROM product;  

Avg(price)  

217.50  

This statement will returns the average amount for the column price which is 870/4 or  

217.50.  

 

Q3. Write a query find the max price of the product.  

SELECT max(price) FROM product;  

Max(price)  

300  

This statement will return the maximum amount for the column price which is 300. 
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Assignment- 7 functions with group by 

 

Aim- Study SQL functions with group by 

Theory 

The GROUP BY clause groups a set of rows into a set of summary rows by values of columns or expressions. 

The GROUP BY clause returns one row for each group. In other words, it reduces the number of rows in the 

result set. 

You often use the GROUP BY clause with aggregate functions such as SUM, AVG, MAX, MIN, and COUNT. 

The aggregate function that appears in the SELECT clause provides information about each group.  

The GROUP BY clause is an optional clause of the SELECT statement. The following illustrates the GROUP 

BY clause syntax: 

SELECT c1, c2,..., cn, aggregate_function(ci) 

FROMtableWHEREwhere_conditions 

GROUPBY c1 , c2,...,cn; 

The GROUP BY clause must appear after the FROM and WHERE clauses. Following the GROUP 

BY keywords is a list of comma-separated columns or expressions that you want to use as criteria to group rows. 

MySQL evaluates the GROUP BY clause after the FROM, WHERE and SELECT clauses and before 

the HAVING, ORDER BY and LIMIT clauses: 

he aggregate functions allow you to perform the calculation of a set of rows and return a single value. 

The GROUP BY clause is often used with an aggregate function to perform calculation and return a single value 

for each subgroup. 

For example, if you want to know the number of orders in each status, you can use the COUNT function with 

the GROUP BY clause as follows: 

SELECTstatus, COUNT(*)FROM   Orders GROUPBY status; 
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To get the total amount of all orders by status, you join the orders table with the orderdetails table and use 

the SUM function to calculate the total amount. See the following query: 

SELECT status, SUM(quantityOrdered * priceEach) AS amount FROM Orders INNER JOIN orderdetails  

USING (orderNumber) GROUP BY status; 

MySQL GROUP BY with expression example 

In addition to columns, you can group rows by expressions. The following query gets the total sales for each 

year. 

SELECTYEAR(orderDate) ASyear, 

SUM(quantityOrdered * priceEach) AS total 

FROM ordersINNERJOIN orderdetails  

USING (orderNumber)WHEREstatus = 'Shipped'GROUPBYYEAR(orderDate); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mysqltutorial.org/mysql-inner-join.aspx
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Assignment no -8 Learn Join and its Types 

 

Theory 

 

What is a SQL join? 

A SQL join is a Structured Query Language (SQL) instruction to combine data from two sets of data (i.e. two 

tables). Before we dive into the details of a SQL join, let‘s briefly discuss what SQL is, and why someone would 

want to perform a SQL join. 

 

SQL is a special-purpose programming language designed for managing information in a relational database 

management system (RDBMS). The word relational here is key; it specifies that the database management 

system is organized in such a way that there are clear relations defined between different sets of data.  

 

Typically, you need to extract, transform, and load data into your RDBMS before you‘re able to manage it using 

SQL, which you can accomplish by using a tool like Stitch. 

There are four basic types of SQL joins: inner, left, right, and full. The easiest and most intuitive way to explain 

the difference between these four types is by using a Venn diagram, which shows all possible logical relations 

between data sets. 

 

he extent of the overlap, if any, is determined by how many records in Table A match the records in Table B. 

Depending on what subset of data we would like to select from the two tables, the four jTypes of JOIN 

Following are the types of JOIN that we can use in SQL: 

 

Inner 

Outer 

Left 

Right 

 

Cross JOIN or Cartesian Product 

This type of JOIN returns the cartesian product of rows from the tables in Join. It will return a table which 

consists of records which combines each row from the first table with each row of the second table. 

 

Cross JOIN Syntax is, 

 

SELECT column-name-list 

FROM  

table-name1 CROSS JOIN table-name2; 

INNER Join or EQUI Join 

This is a simple JOIN in which the result is based on matched data as per the equality condition specified in the 

SQL query. 

 

Inner Join Syntax is, 

 

SELECT column-name-list FROM  

table-name1 INNER JOIN table-name2  

WHERE table-name1.column-name = table-name2.column-name; 
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Natural JOIN 

Natural Join is a type of Inner join which is based on column having same name and same datatype present in 

both the tables to be joined. 

 

The syntax for Natural Join is, 

 

SELECT * FROM  

table-name1 NATURAL JOIN table-name2; 

 

OUTER JOIN 

Outer Join is based on both matched and unmatched data. Outer Joins subdivide further into, 

 

Left Outer Join 

Right Outer Join 

Full Outer Join 

LEFT Outer Join 

The left outer join returns a resultset table with the matched data from the two tables and then the remaining 

rows of the left table and null from the right table's columns. 

 

Syntax for Left Outer Join is, 

 

SELECT column-name-list FROM  

table-name1 LEFT OUTER JOIN table-name2 

ON table-name1.column-name = table-name2.column-name; 

 

RIGHT Outer Join 

The right outer join returns a resultset table with the matched data from the two tables being joined, then the 

remaining rows of the right table and null for the remaining left table's columns. 

 

Syntax for Right Outer Join is, 

 

SELECT column-name-list FROM  

table-name1 RIGHT OUTER JOIN table-name2  

ON table-name1.column-name = table-name2.column-name; 

 

Full Outer Join 

The full outer join returns a resultset table with the matched data of two table then remaining rows of both left 

table and then the right table. 

 

Syntax of Full Outer Join is, 

 

SELECT column-name-list FROM  

table-name1 FULL OUTER JOIN table-name2 

ON table-name1.column-name = table-name2.column-name; 
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Assignment 

 

1. List the name of all clients who have view property along with any comment supplied 

select c.clientno, c.fname,c.lname,v.propno,v.comment from viewing v, client c 

where c.clientno = v.clientno; 

select c.clientno, c.fname,c.lname,v.propno,v.comment from viewing v join 

client con (c.clientno = v.clientno); 

select clientno, fname,lname,propno,comment from viewing natural join client ; 

2. For each branch office list the no and name of staff who manage the property and the 

    property manage by staff 

select s.branchno,s.staffno,s.fname,s.lname,p.propertyno from propertyforrent 

p, staff s where p.branchno = s.branchno ; 

select s.branchno,s.staffno,s.fname,s.lname,p.propertyno from propertyforrent 

p join staff s on (p.branchno = s.branchno) ; 

select branchno,staffno,fname,lname,propertyno from propertyforrent natural 

join staff; 

3. For each branch list no and staff name who manage property including the city in which 

    the branch no is located and property that the staff manages 

select s.branchno,s.staffno,s.fname,s.lname,p.city,p.propertyno from 

propertyforrent p, staff s where p.branchno = s.branchno; 

4. Find the no of property handled by each staff no 

 select s.staffno,count(p.propertyno) as tot_prop from staff s, propertyforrent p 

 where s.staffno = p.staffno group by s.staffno order by s.staffno; 

5. List the branch office and property that are in the same city along with any unmatched 

 branches 

 select b.*,p.* from branch b left join propertyforrent p on b.city = p.city; 

6. Find all staff who works in London branch office 

 select s.staffno,s.fname,s.lname,s.position,b.city from branch b, staff s where 

 b.branchno = s.branchno and b.city = 'london'; 

7. Display how many property are registered by each staff no of all branches 

 select s.staffno,count(r.staffno) as reg_prop from registration r, staff s where 

 r.branchno = s.branchno and r.staffno = s.staffno group by s.staffno order by 

 s.staffno; 

8. Give the list of private owner with property details having more than one property 

    along with no of property. 

 select p.ownerno,p.fname,p.lname,count(pr.propertyno) as 

 noofproperty,pr.city,pr.type,pr.rooms,pr.rent from propertyforrent 

 pr,privateowner p where pr.ownerno = p.ownerno group by 

 p.ownerno,pr.propertyno 

9. Give the details of owner register under each branch 

 select p.branchno,o.ownerno,o.fname,o.lname from privateowner 

 o,propertyforrent p where o.ownerno = p.ownerno group byp.branchno,o.ownerno 

10. Display the list of staff with details having salary greater than average salary 

 select * from staff where salary > (select avg(salary) from staff) 

11. List the branch wise salary total with branch details 

 select b.*, sum(s.salary) as totsal from branch b, staff s where s.branchno = 

 b.branchno group by b.branchno 
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12. Display the details of property which is viewed maximum time. 

  select p.* from propertyforrent p, viewing v where 1 < (select count(propno) 

 from viewing where p.propertyno = propno) 

13. Display property type wise details of property for each branch 

 select p.branchno,p.type,p.propertyno,p.city,p.rooms,p.rent from 

 propertyforrent p , branch b where p.branchno = b.branchno group by 

 p.type,p.propertyno order by p.branchno 

14. Give the list of those property owners whose property has not been view 

 select distinct p.propertyno,o.* from propertyforrent p, privateowner o, viewing 

 v where o.ownerno = p.ownerno and p.propertyno != v.propno 

15. Display the list of all staff for each manager 

 select position,staffno,fname,lname,salary,branchno from staff where position = 

 'manager' group by position,staffno 
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Assignment- 9 Sub query 

Aim- Study Sub queries 

Theory 

 

A Subquery is a query that appears within another SQL command. Three of VFP‘s SQL DML commands 

(SELECT, DELETE, and UPDATE) support subqueries, though the rules and reasons for using them vary. 

VFP 9 increased the capabilities of subqueries and the ways they can be used. 

Some subqueries stand alone; you can run the subquery independent of the command that contains it. Other 

subqueries rely on fields from the containing command—these subqueries are said to becorrelated 

A subquery is a complete query, but cannot contain the TO or INTO clause. Subqueries are enclosed in 

parentheses in the containing query. Subqueries can appear in the WHERE clause of SELECT, UPDATE, 

and DELETE. Beginni ng in VFP9 , subqueries can also be used in the field list of SELECT, in the SET 

clause of UPDATE, and in the FROM clause of SELECT, UPDATE, andDELETE. 

 

SELECT select list FROM table WHERE expr operator (SELECT Select List FROM table); 

 

The sub query (inner query) executes once before the main query. The result of 

the sub query is used by the main query (outer query) 

 

You can place the subquery in a number of SQL clauses 

•WHERE clauses 

•HAVING clause 

•FROM clause 

 

In the syntax; operator includes a comparison operator such as >, =, or IN. Comparison operators fall into 

two classes: single-row operators ( > , = , >= , < ,  <> , <= ) and multiple-row  operators ( IN , ANY , 

ALL). 

 

SELECT ename FROM EMP WHERE sal >( SELECT sal FROM emp WHERE empno=7566); 

 

SELECT ename, sal, deptno FROM EMP WHERE sal IN ( SELECT MIN(sal) FROM emp GROUP 

BY deptno ); 

 

Assignment 

 

1. Display the details of employees who work in new York. 

 

a. Select * from emp where deptno = (  select deptno from dept where loc = ‗New York‘); 

 

2. List the employees belonging to the department of MILLER. 

 

a. Select * from emp where deptno = ( select deptno from emp where ename = ‗miller‘); 

 

3. List the name of the employees drawing the highest salary. 
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a. Select ename from emp where sal = (select max(sal) from emp); 

 

4. List employee details who earn salary greater than the average salary for their department. 

 

a. Select * from emp where sal > (select avg(sal) from emp) group by deptno; 

 

5. List all employees who have at least one person reporting to them. 

 

a. Select * from emp where empno in ( select mgr from emp); 

 

6. List all the employees details who do not manage any one. 

 

a. Select * from emp where empno not in ( select mgr from emp); 

 

7. List the employee details of those employees whose salary is greater than any of the mangers. 

 

a. Select * from emp where sal > ( select sal from emp where job = ‗manager‘); 

 

8. List the employee names whose salary is greater than the highest salary of all employees belonging to 

department no 20. 

 

a. Select ename from emp where sal > ( select max(sal) from emp where deptno = 20); 

 

9.  List the details of the employee earning more than the highest paid MANAGER. 

 

a. Select * from emp where sal > ( select max(sal) from emp where job = ‗manager‘); 

 

10.  Display all the department that have an average salary is greater than that of 

Department 20. 

 

a. Select deptno from emp where deptno = 20 and sal < ( select avg(sal) from emp where sal); 
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Assignment -10 View 

 

Aim: Study and understand view 

 

Theory: 

 

In SQL, a view is a virtual table based on the result-set of an SQL statement. 

A view contains rows and columns, just like a real table. The fields in a view are fields from one or more real 

tables in the database. 

You can add SQL statements and functions to a view and present the data as if the data were coming from one 

single table. 

A view is created with the CREATE VIEW statement.  

 

CREATE VIEW Syntax 

 

CREATE VIEW view_name AS 

SELECT column1, column2, ... 

FROM table_name 

WHERE condition; 

 

Example 

 

CREATE VIEW [India Customers] AS 

SELECT CustomerName, ContactName 

FROM Customers 

WHERE Country = 'India'; 

 

Updating a View 

A view can be updated with the CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW statement. 

 

CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW view_name AS 

SELECT column1, column2, ... 

FROM table_name 

WHERE condition; 

 

Dropping a View 

A view is deleted with the DROP VIEW statement. 

 

SQL DROP VIEW Syntax 

 

DROP VIEW view_name; 

DROP View India Customers; 
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Assignment -11  Stored Procedure using PLSQL 

 

Theory  

 

When you use MySQL Workbench issue the query to MySQL Server, MySQL processes the query and returns 

the result set. If you want to save this query on the database server for execution later, one way to do it is to use a 

stored procedure. The following CREATE PROCEDURE statement creates a new stored procedure that wraps 

the query 

 

DELIMITER $$ 

CREATE PROCEDURE GetStudent() 

BEGIN 

 SELECT  

  Rollno,  

    Name 

  city,  

  state,  

  postalCode,  

  country 

 FROM 

  Student 

 ORDER BY rollno;     

END$$ 

DELIMITER ; 

 

A stored procedure is a segment of declarative SQL statements stored inside the MySQL Server. In this 

example, we have just created a stored procedure with the name GetStudent(). Once you save the stored 

procedure, you can invoke it by using the CALL statement: 

CALL GetStudent(); 

And the statement returns the same result as the query. A stored procedure can have parameters so 

you can pass values to it and get the result back. For example, you can have a stored procedure that 

returns customers by country and city. In this case, the country and city are parameters of the stored 

procedure. Following are advantages of procedure. 

 Reduce network traffic 

 Centralize business logic in the database 

 Make database more secure 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mysqltutorial.org/getting-started-with-mysql-stored-procedures.aspx
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To create the procedure follows the steps as given below. 

 

1. Launch MySQL Workbench. 

2. Enter the statements in the SQL tab. 

3.   Execute the statements. Note that you can select all statements in the SQL tab (or nothing) and click 

the Execute button.  

4. Check the stored procedure by opening the Stored Procedures node 

 

The first and last DELIMITER commands are not a part of the stored procedure. The first 

DELIMITER command changes the default delimiter to // and the last DELIMITER command changes the 

delimiter back to the default one which is semicolon (;). To create a new stored procedure, you use the CREATE 

PROCEDURE statement. Here is the basic syntax of the CREATE PROCEDURE statement: 

 

 

CREATE PROCEDURE procedure_name(parameter_list) 

 BEGIN 

    statements; 

END // 

 

Executing a stored procedure 

 
To execute a stored procedure, you use the CALL statement: 

 

CALL stored_procedure_name(argument_list); 

 

Example 

 

DELIMETER // 

CREATE PROCEDURE GETALLSTUDENTS() 

BEGIN 

 Select * from students; 

END // 

          DELIMETER; 
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Quiz on the subject: 

 
Quiz should be conducted on tips in the laboratory, recent trends and subject knowledge of the subject. 

The quiz questions should be formulated such that questions are normally from the scope outside of the 

books. However twisted questions and self formulated questions by the faculty can be asked but 
correctness of it is necessarily to be thoroughly checked before the conduction of the quiz. 

 

Conduction of Viva-Voce Examinations: 

 

Teacher should oral exams of the students with full preparation. Normally, the objective questions with 

guess are to be avoided. To make it meaningful, the questions should be such that depth of the students in 

the subject is tested Oral examinations are to be conducted in co-cordial environment amongst the 

teachers taking the examination. Teachers taking such examinations should not have ill thoughts about 

each other and courtesies should be offered to each other in case of difference of opinion, which should 

be critically suppressed in front of the students.  
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Evaluation and marking system: 

 

Basic honesty in the evaluation and marking system is absolutely essential and in the process impartial 

nature of the evaluator is required in the examination system to become popular amongst the students. It 

is a wrong approach or concept to award the students by way of easy marking to get cheap popularity 

among the students to which they do not deserve. It is a primary responsibility of the teacher that right 

students who are really putting up lot of hard work with right kind of intelligence are correctly awarded. 

 
The marking patterns should be justifiable to the students without any ambiguity and teacher should see 
that students are faced with unjust circumstances. 

 


